
Velarium Queen 
is the new patented 
sliding cover system
for multideck display chillers.
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It is applied to the upper part of the chiller header panel. 
Used to support the system.

System components

Velcro strip with double-sided adhesive (125 cm)

Complete anchoring system: electro-welded Velcro strip on the top
and the extrusion support at the bottom. This slots into the centre rail 
on the upper side of the double-track extrusion.
Used to easily hang the Queen Velarium system.

 

Colour: white
Article code:  I0891125/01

Transparent band with Velcro (125 cm)

Colour: trasparent 

 

Article code: I0891125/02 

Queen double track
for Velarium covers (125 cm)

 

The extrusion with two rails allows you to hang the Velarium covers
and move them in both directions. 
Use the accessories for suspension (transparent band with Velcro). 
You can choose the desired length and connect several extrusions 
using the included connection accessories.
Colour: anodized aluminium 

Article code: I0891125/03  

Linear connection accessory (5 cm)
This element allows you to connect extra double track extrusions.
Half is inserted into the connecting aperture of the first extrusion 
and half into the second connecting extrusion. 
The coupling is fixed by using the fixing screws located
on each extrusion.
Colour: alluminium
Article code:  I0891125/04 

Closing cap
This accessory is used as an end cap for the double track extrusion 
and keeps the Velarium covers in place once inserted.

Colour: grey 
 Article code: I0891125/05 



For cleaning, use a damp cloth. Dry with a clean, dry cloth.

Care and cleaning
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The standard double track extrusion lengths are 125cm. 
To obtain longer lengths it is possible to combine several
extrusions and thus create multiples (250/375/500/ ... cm) 
of the standard length. 
To join the extrusions, a coupling accessory (fig. 6) with locking 
screws is used. Each combination is equipped with a coupling 
accessory (fig. 6) complete with two locking screws. 

Match the adhesive Velcro with the electro-welded Velcro 
on the transparent band, equipped with a double track extrusion. 

How to assemble the system

Insert the sliding Velarium cover into one of the double 
rail tracks. The other cover will be inserted in the opposite track, 
to allow sliding from one track to another. 

A coupling (fig. 6) with locking screws is used to join the covers.  
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To extract the cover after the rails have been assembled, it is 
necessary to remove it from the slot located
at the end of one of the two rails.

To slide the bands, use the string on the right side of the cover.
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Thoroughly clean the section where the Velcro strip will be 
applied with alcohol. Remove the paper applied to the adhesive, 
detaching it from the Velcro strip. 

Start with the Velcro strip with double-sided adhesive (fig. 1), 
applying it to the top of the header panel of the multideck chiller unit. 
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For more information
watch the video at:

 

eticam.it/velariumqueen
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